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0 of 0 review helpful Five Stars By Chad Fantastic memorable stories I really enjoyed this book 0 of 0 review helpful 
Great read on the Hawk Must read if you love golf By Rob Norton I have read several books on Ben Hogan and that 
one added even more information on whoh he really was This even giets into Ben s 2 secrets of the golf swing that no 
else knows so yo Ben Hogan s former ball shagger recounts firsthand stories of the golf legend mdash andreveals for 
the first time Hogan s Swing Secret a source of mystery to golfers for more than fifty years Ben Hogan s pro golf 
record is legendary A four time PGA Player of the Year he celebrated sixty three tournament wins and became known 
as a man of few words and fewer close friends Most of what we know about Hogan has been based on myth and 
speculation Until now A charming memoir Dave Anderson The New York Times Contains enlightening personal 
anecdotes and astounding golf tips that will thrill any enthusiast Publishers Weekly Much more interesting than 
anything written by people who didn t know Ben Excuse 
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